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The special nature of the tasks assumed by the departments concerning security 
in national party and government organizations demands a sound and secure computer 
environment, which ensures data storage security and guards against the illegal 
leakage of work information. In order to achieve this end, the management of 
institution, education and training needs to be strengthened, and more importantly, 
necessary technical support is required. Traditional computer security technology has 
difficulty in user management, and the computer environment thus built poses many 
security risks that can not be overcome. With application research on the x86 
architecture based virtualization technology, this paper aims at the construction of 
computer security environment for national party and government organizations. 
In the traditional computer environment, the user and the computer are not 
physically isolated; therefore, each user is both a computer user and a computer 
administrator. This leads to the following security risks in the computer environment 
of the departments concerning security in national party and government 
organizations:  although there is isolation between internal and external networks, 
there are repeated violations of bans on the practice of one computer for both agency 
work and personal use, and that of one computer with dual- network;  personnel with 
ulterior motives can take advantage of scattered and unorganized computer use and 
management;  the lack of special equipment for data backup and recovery may lead 
to data corruption and loss;  the installation of the security software for can not be 
guaranteed; thus the security software is easy to be uninstalled or removed through 
reinstallation of the operating system; users’ casual installation and use of software 
lead to the easy planting of Trojan or the wide spread of viruses in the network;  
computer data transmission interfaces and the I/O devices are hard to control, 
resulting in the illegal leakage of sensitive data. 
From the perspective of computer security, and the potential computer security 
risks in the departments concerning security in national party and government 
organizations in particular, this paper conducted functional verification experiments 
on virtualization technology, and carried out simulation construction of computer 















results show that virtualization technology can provide a physical infrastructure for a 
full range of computer security, which the traditional computer security techniques 
can not match at all. Through the use of virtualization technology, the user's role can 
be assigned as computer user only, and this can not only solve the problem of user 
management, but also achieve a full range of data protection. Consequently, various 
types of potential computer security risks in the current departments concerning 
security can be eliminated; hence a solid foundation for a secure and reliable 
computer environment can be laid. 
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